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Abstract Understanding the performance of business processes is an important
part of any business process intelligence project. From historical information
recorded in event logs, performance can be measured and visualized on a dis-
covered process model. Thereby the accuracy of the measured performance, e.g.,
waiting time, greatly depends on (1) the availability of start and completion events
for activities in the event log, i.e. transactional information, and (2) the ability to
differentiate between subtle control flow aspects, e.g. concurrent and interleaved
execution. Current process discovery algorithms either do not use activity life
cycle information in a systematic way or cannot distinguish subtle control-flow
aspects, leading to less accurate performance measurements. In this paper, we
investigate the automatic discovery of process models from event logs, such that
performance can be measured more accurately. We discuss ways of systemati-
cally treating life cycle information in process discovery and their implications.
We introduce a process discovery technique that is able to handle life cycle data
and that distinguishes concurrency and interleaving. Finally, we show that it can
discover models and reliable performance information from event logs only.

Keywords: process mining, process discovery, performance measurement, rediscover-
ability, concurrency

1 Introduction

One of the central tasks in business process intelligence is to understand the actual per-
formance of a process and the impact of resource behaviour and process elements on
overall performance. Event data logged by Business Process Management (BPM) sys-
tems or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems typically contains time stamped
transactional events (start, completion, etc.) for each activity execution. Process mining
allows to analyse this transactional data for performance. Typically, first a model of the
process is discovered, which is then annotated with performance information.

Performance information might consist of several measures, for example service
time (the time a resource is busy with a task), waiting time (the time between an activity
becoming enabled and a resource starting to execute it), sojourn time (the sum of both)
and synchronisation time (for concurrent activities, the time between completion of the
first and completion of the last).

Figure 1a shows an example process in some imaginary hospital: after an initial ex-
amination (i), tissue samples are investigated in a laboratory (l). Meanwhile, the patient
undergoes two tests: an x-ray (x) and an mri (m) test. When all tests are completed, the
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(a) A Petri net modeling a process.
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(b) A trace. The dashed lines denote waiting
time. The solid lines denote service time.

Figure 1: A process with concurrency and interleaving and a trace.

patient meets the doctor for a final time (f). Figure 1b shows a patient (a trace) of this
process where each activity is logged as an interval of a start (s) event and a complete
(c) event; the dashed lines denote waiting time. The patient cannot perform the x and
m tests at the same time, i.e. they are interleaved (due to place p), thus the waiting time
before m starts after the completion of x. In contrast, the lab test l can be executed
independently of the x and m tests, i.e. they are concurrent, so the waiting time before
l starts at the completion of i (waiting time starts at the last time i became enabled).
Without knowledge of the model, the waiting time of l cannot be positioned properly
and thus waiting, sojourn and synchronisation times will be measured incorrectly: The
waiting time is 9 � 2 � 7 time units rather than 9 � 8 � 1 unit. Therefore, in or-
der to reliably compute performance measures, a process model is required to provide
information on concurrency and interleaving.

The difficulty in discovering concurrency lies in the event logs: Most process dis-
covery algorithms [14,19,16,2,15] assume that the event log contains events represent-
ing atomic executions of activities. On atomic task executions, concurrency and inter-
leaving cannot be distinguished, and more information is required. In this paper, we
assume that the event log contains examples of non-atomic executions of activities, i.e.
for each activity instance the start and the completion time is known. The XES stan-
dard [8] is often used as an input format for event logs and supports this with the life-
cycle:transition extension. Several process discovery techniques exist that take transac-
tional data into account, such as Tsinghua-α (Tα) [20], Process Miner (PM) [17]. and
several other approaches [4,9]. Unfortunately, none of these distinguishes concurrency
and interleaving, and most [20,4,9] do not guarantee to return sound models, i.e. without
deadlocks or other anomalies; both of which are prerequisites for reliable computation
of performance measures.

In the remainder of this paper, we first study the impact of transactional data on
event logs and models. Second, we elaborate on the problem of incomplete/inconsistent
transactional data in event logs and give a way to repair such event logs (Section 3). and
we introduce an abstraction (collapsed process models) that enables reasoning about
such data (Section 4). Third, we introduce a new process discovery algorithm based
on the Inductive Miner (IM) framework [12] that uses this information to discover col-
lapsed process models (Section 5). The new algorithm faces two challenges: first, the
transactional data must be handled correctly; and second, it should distinguish concur-
rency from interleaving. In Section 6, we illustrate its functioning, study of the impli-
cations of this abstraction on any process discovery algorithm and on existing model
quality measures, and discuss related work; Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Transactional Information in Event Logs

A trace is a sequence of events, denoting for a case, e.g. a customer, what process steps
(activities) were executed for that case. Events may carry additional attributes, such
as timestamps and a transaction type. The latter indicates whether the activity started,
completed, etc. An activity instance is the execution of an activity in a trace, and may
consist of a start event and a completion event, as well as events of other transaction
types. For instance, t � xa11:50s , a11:53c , b12:03s , b12:50c y denotes a trace of 4 events: first,
an instance of activity a was started, second, an instance of a completed, after which an
instance of activity b started and an instance of activity b completed. The timestamps in
superscript denote the times at which the events occurred; we will omit timestamps if
they are not relevant. An event log is a multiset of traces.

In trace t, it makes sense to assume that as and ac are events of the same activity
instance. However, this information is usually not recorded in the event log, and the
techniques introduced in this paper neither need nor try to infer this information. In
the following sections, we assume presence of at least start and completion events; the
techniques describe in this paper will ignore other transaction types.

Consider the trace t � xasy. As an activity instance of a was started but never
completed, there is either an ac event missing, or the as event should not have been
recorded. Similar problems could have occurred when unmatched completion events
appear. This raises the notion of a consistent trace, similar to [4]:

Definition 1. A trace is consistent if and only if each start event has a corresponding
completion event and vice versa.

3 Preparing the Input

In real-life data sets, it is possible that some traces in an event log do not adhere to
Definition 1. A trace can be checked for consistency easily with a single pass over the
trace and some bookkeeping. Nevertheless, our approach requires consistent traces, so
any inconsistency need to be dealt with.

We illustrate the decisions that have to be made using an example trace t � xa11:30s ,
a12:40s , a13:50c y. Clearly, this trace is not consistent, as there are two start events of ac-
tivity a and only one complete event. There are several ways to make t consistent:

– xy
– xa11:30s a13:50c y
– xa12:40s , a13:50c y
– xa11:30s , ac, a

12:40
s , a13:50c y

– xa11:30s , a12:40s , ac, a
13:50
c y

– xa11:30s , a12:40s , a13:50c , acy

Without further information, we cannot decide on the trace that matches reality in
the best way possible. Additional information in the event log could be used, such as
the concept:instance extension of the XES standard [8], which links start and complete
events of activity instances. If this extension would indicate that events a12:40s and a12:40c
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Figure 2: Excerpt of a collapsed and its expanded workflow net.

form an activity instance, it makes sense to opt for xa12:40s , a13:50c y or xa11:30s , ac, a
12:40
s ,

a13:50c y. For our experiments, we choose option xa11:30s , ac, a
12:40
s , a13:50c y, i.e. each

completion event is matched with the last occurring start event, and completion events
are inserted right after unmatched start events. Completion events are handled symmet-
rically. Please note that by considering unmatched completion events as atomic, we can
handle logs that contain only completion events using the same approach.

The pre-processing step ignores all events that contain other life cycle annotations
than start or completion (see e.g. the lifecycle:transition extension of the XES 2.0 stan-
dard [8]). In the remainder of this paper, we only consider event logs consisting of
consistent traces.

4 Transactional Information in Process Models

In standard Petri nets, a transition is considered atomic, i.e. when firing a transition its
start is indistinguishable from its completion. This poses a problem for performance
measurements if we map activities onto transitions, as a transition cannot take time.

A solution could be to use separate transitions for the start and completion of ac-
tivities, such that their execution can be distinguished. This poses a new challenge to
process models: if the start and completion transitions do not match, the model might
allow for inconsistent traces, such as two starts followed by one completion. This may
severely jeopardise the accuracy of performance measurements. Moreover, in order to
measure performance, it must be known which combinations of start and completion
transitions correspond to an activity.

A common solution to these issues is to expand each transition (a, Figure 2a) in
two transitions, connected with a place: one transition denotes the start (as), the other
transition denotes the completion (ac) of the transition (Figure 2b) [3]. The connection
between the two newly created transitions is kept, and therefore the model does not
allow inconsistent traces. We refer to this existing technique as expanding a process
model; the un-expanded process model is a collapsed model.

Process Trees. Process trees are abstract representations of block-structured work-
flow nets [2]. Process trees are particularly suitable for process discovery, as they are by
definition free of deadlocks and other anomalies (sound [1]). A process tree describes a
language, and it consists of a hierarchy of operators being the nodes of the tree, and ac-
tivities being the leaves of the tree. An activity describes the singleton language of that
activity, while an operator describes how the languages of its children are to be com-
bined. In [12], the four operators sequence (Ñ), exclusive choice (�), concurrency (^)
and loop (ö) are considered. For example, the process tree
Ñpa,�p^pb, cq,öpd, eqq, fq has, among other things, the following traces xa, b, c, fy,
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xa, c, b, fy, xa, d, fy, xa, d, e, d, e, d, fy. We use LpT q to denote the language of process
tree T .

Collapsed Process Trees. Process trees can be mapped onto Petri nets using the
translation presented in [12]. Hence, they face the problem of atomicity as well. There-
fore, we lift the expanding technique to process trees by introducing a variant that keeps
the link between starts and completes: collapsed process trees. A collapsed process
tree can be expanded into a normal process tree, e.g �pa, bq expands to �pÑpas, acq,
Ñpbs, bcqq.

Definition 2. A collapsed process tree is a process tree in which each activity -a- de-
notes the process tree Ñpas, acq.

5 Inductive Miner - life cycle

In this section, we introduce an algorithm (Inductive Miner - life cycle (IMLC)) that
is able to handle life cycle data and distinguishes concurrency and interleaving. In this
section, we first recall principles of recursive process discovery with IM. Second, we
describe how transactional data is dealt with in this framework (Section 5), and intro-
duce a way to distinguish interleaving from concurrency (Section 5). Finally, we give
an example (Section 5) and we describe the implementation (Section 5).

Inductive Miner
The divide-and-conquer framework Inductive Miner [12] (IM) recursively applies four
steps. (1) Select a cut: a division of activities in the event log and a process tree operator,
e.g. p^, ta, bu, tcuq. (2) Split the log into smaller sub-logs according to this cut. (3)
Recurse on each sub-log. The recursion ends when a base case, e.g. a log containing
only a single activity, is left. (4) If no cut can be selected, a fall through is returned. We
will make use of this conceptual framework. However, in its current form, IM simply
treats each event as a separate activity instance.

In order to select a cut, IM considers the directly-follows graph, which contains
which activities were directly followed by other activities. Each of the process tree
operators leaves a specific footprint in the directly-follows graph. Thus, IM detects
cuts by identifying these footprints. Figure 3 shows the footprints of the process tree
operators (ignoring the dashed box); [12] provides details and log splitting procedures.

IMLC uses the IM framework and needs to adapt all four steps to cope with trans-
actional events and to detect interleaving. We first introduce how IMLC handles trans-
actional events, after which we introduce how it detects interleaving.

Transactional Events
In order to handle transactional events, changes are required in three of the four steps
of IM; log splitting requires no changes. As base case detection involves little changes
to cope with transactional events, it will not be discussed in this paper.

Cut Detection. Most parts of cut detection remain roughly as in previous works [12],
however cut detection in IM relies on directly-follows graphs, which are constructed
differently in case of transactional events. The method presented here is based on ideas
used in e.g. Tα and PM, but differs in details. (Collapsed) activity a follows (collapsed)
activity b directly, if in the event log an (expanded) event of a follows an (expanded)
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...

sequence:

...

exclusive choice:

...

concurrency:

...

loop:

interleaved:

Figure 3: Cut footprints in the directly-follows graph, see [12].

event of b without both a start and completion event of the same activity between them.
For instance, consider trace t � xas, ac, bs, cs, bc, cc, ds, dcy; visualised in Figure 4a.
In t, consider the event cs. Obviously, cs follows bs directly, so in Figure 4b, c directly
follows b. Moreover, cs follows event ac directly, as there is only a completion event of
b in between them, which is not a full activity instance. In contrast, between ac and ds
there are two full activity instances (b and c), thus a is not directly followed by d in t.

Any activity instance of which the start event is not preceded by the completion
event of another activity instance is called a start activity. In t, a is the only start activity;
b, c and d are not, as there occurs an ac event before them. Similarly, d is the only end
activity of t. In Figure 4b, these start and end activities are denoted by incoming and
outgoing edges.

Fall Throughs If no cut can be found, a fall through is to be selected. IMLC con-
tains several fall throughs, of which the last one is a model that expresses all behaviour
in the event log, and therefore guarantees fitness. For non-collapsed process trees, the
flower model öpτ, a, b, c, . . .q serves this purpose, as it allows for any behaviour of
the included activities a b c . . . . For collapsed process trees, a model allowing for all
behaviour may not exist, as in a collapsed process tree, no activity can be concurrent
with itself (see Section 6). Hence, IMLC counts the maximum number of times an ac-
tivity is concurrent with itself in the event log, and constructs a model accordingly.
For instance, in the event log txas, as, ac, bs, ac, bcyu, at most 2 a’s and 1 b are con-
current with themselves. Then, the fall through collapsed model that IMLC chooses is
^pöpτ, aq,öpτ, aq,öpτ, bqq. This model can produce any behaviour of two a’s and one
b all concurrent to each other.

a b
c

d

(a) Trace t

a

b

c d

(b) Directly-follows graph

a

b

c d

(c) Concurrency graph

Figure 4: Trace t and its corresponding graphs.
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Interleaving
Besides handling transactional data, IMLC is able to detect interleaving. We first intro-
duce the corresponding process tree operator, then describe how to detect it. The inter-
leaving operator Ø takes any number of subtrees (¥ 2) and combines their languages.

Definition 3. Let T1 . . . Tn be process trees. Let ppnq be the set of all permutations of
the numbers t1 . . . nu. Then LpØpT1, . . . , Tnqq �

�
pi1...inqPppnq

LpÑpTi1 . . . Tinqq.

Note that the union can also be expressed as an exclusive choice over each sequence
ÑpTi1 . . . Tinq.

Detection Strategy. This structure is exploited in the detection of Ø, and IMLC
applies a three-stage strategy: (1) An interleaving cut is detected using the footprint
of Ø (see Figure 3). However, detection of this footprint is insufficient to conclude
interleaving, as e.g. the footprint does not guarantee that each child is executed at
most once. Therefore, we denote the detection with an additional operator (maybe-
interleaved ( ?Ø)), e.g. the cut pØ, tau, tbuq is detected but p ?Ø, tau, tbuq is reported.
(2) Using the ?Ø cut, the event log is split and recursion continues as usual. (3) Af-
ter recursion, interleaving is derived from the structure of the process tree, e.g. each
occurrence of ?ØpÑpT1, T2q,ÑpT2, T1qq is replaced by ØpT1, T2q.

...

concurrency
operator:

interleaved
operator:

Figure 5: Cut footprints in the con-
currency graph.

(1) Detection of Ø. To detect interleaving,
IMLC uses the footprint of the Ø operator in the
directly-follows graph. This footprint is shown in
Figure 3: from each end activity, an edge must be
present to all start activities of all other circles,
and vice versa. Other directly-follows edges be-
tween circles are not allowed.

Notice that if the start and end activities over-
lap, this footprint might overlap with the concur-
rency footprint, e.g. Øpa, bq has the same foot-
print as ^pa, bq. Therefore, IMLC also considers
the concurrency graph. As shown in [20], transactional data allows for direct detection
of concurrency: whenever two activity instances overlap in time (such as b and c in
Figure 4a), their activities are concurrent. Figure 4c shows the concurrency graph of
our example. For this step, it suffices to keep track of the number of started-but-not-
yet-completed activity instances. Interleaving and concurrency have clearly different
footprints in the concurrency graph (see Figure 5).

(2) Log Splitting for ?Ø. For ?Ø, the log is split by dividing traces based on the activ-
ities with which they start. For instance, consider the event log L � txxs, xc,ms,mcy,
xms,mc, xs, xcyu and the cut p ?Ø, txu, tmuq. Based on this cut, L is split into the sub-
logs txxs, xc,ms,mcyu and txms,mc, xs, xcyu.

(3) From ?Ø to Ø. Intuitively, log splitting ‘unravels’ the interleaved execution: the
sub-trees of txu and tmu can be executed in any order; for each such ordering, a dif-
ferent sub-log is returned. After unraveling the order, recursion continues and, by the
interleaving semantics, we expect Ñ operators to appear in both branches. Therefore,
after recursion, each occurrence of the pattern ?ØpÑpT1, T2q,ÑpT2, T1qq (or an n-ary
generalisation thereof) is replaced with ØpT1, T2q. In case further recursion shows that
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interleaving was not present, i.e. the pattern does not show up, any remaining ?Ø op-
erator is replaced with an � operator; the subtrees remain untouched. Effectively, this
allows a single activity label to occur in multiple branches of the model.

Example
We illustrate IMLC using an example, derived from Figure 1a. Consider log L1 �
txis, ic,ms,mc, xs, ls, xc, lc, fs, fcy, xis, ic, ls, xs, xc,ms, lc,mc, fs, fcyu. The directly-
follows and concurrency graphs of L1 are shown in figures 6a and 6b. Cut detection
will find the cut pÑ, tiu, tx,m, lu, tfuq, after which L1 is split into L2 � txis, icyu,
L3 � txms,mc, xs, ls, xc, lcy, xls, xs, xc,ms, lc,mcyu and L4 � txfs, fcyu. The par-
tial result up till this point is ÑpIMLCpL2q, IMLCpL3q, IMLCpL4qq. Next, IMLC re-
curses on the first and last branch, both of which result in a base case, after which
the partial result becomes Ñpi, IMLCpL3q, fq. Next, IMLC recurses on L3; figures 6c
and 6d show the corresponding graphs. Based on the concurrency graph, IMLC se-
lects the cut p^, tm,xu, tluq. Using this cut, L3 is split into L5 � txms,mc, xs, xcy,
xxs, xc,ms,mcyu and L6 � txls, lcy, xls, lcyu. A recursion on the base case L6 yields
the partial result Ñpi,^pIMLCpL5q, lq, fq. Next, IMLC recurses on L5; figures 6e
and 6f show its graphs. As the directly-follows graph shows interconnected activities
m and x that are not concurrent according to the concurrency graph, IMLC selects
p ?Ø, tmu, txuq. LogL5 is split intoL7 � txms,mc, xs, xcyu andL8 � txs, xc,ms,mcu.
The partial result becomesÑpi,^p ?ØpIMLCpL7q, IMLCpL8qq, lq, fq. As IMLC recurses
on L7, using the directly-follows graph of Figure 6g, the cut pÑ, tmu, txuq is selected,
and by log splitting, two recursions and two base cases, the intermediate result be-
comes Ñpi,^p ?ØpÑpm,xq, IMLCpL8qq, lq, fq. A similar recursion on L8 yields the
result Ñpi,^p ?ØpÑpm,xq,Ñpx,mqq, lq, fq. Finally, the post-processing step trans-
forms this result into Ñpi,^pØpm,xq, lq, fq, which corresponds to Figure 1a.

i

x

ℓ

m f

(a) ÞÑ of L1

i x

ℓ

m

f

(b) } of L1

x

ℓ

m

(c) ÞÑ of L3

x

ℓ

m

(d) } of L3

x

m

(e) ÞÑ of L5

x

m

(f) } of L5

x

m

(g) ÞÑ of L7

Figure 6: The directly-follows ÞÑ and concurrency } graphs for a few (sub-)logs.

Implementation
IMLC and the pre-processing step described in Section 3 are available as plug-ins of
the ProM framework [7]. To guarantee compatibility with existing plug-ins, IMLC re-
turns models being collapsed trees, i.e. the leaves are activities (for instance ^pa, bq).
A separate plug-in (“expand collapsed process tree”) is available to expand these trees
according to Definition 2.
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6 Discussion

In this section, we first study some guarantees offered by IMLC and illustrate some
results using real-life data. Second, we discuss the theoretical limits of any process
discovery algorithm that uses the abstraction of Section 4.

Guarantees
As IMLC uses process trees, any model returned by it is guaranteed to be sound. Fur-
thermore, by the collapsed/expanding concept, all traces that such a model can produce
are consistent.

fm

x

l
i

(a) Tα

i
m

x
l

f
waiting: 1.5

sync: 2

waiting: 2.5

waiting: 3

waiting: 1

++

(b) IM

+i

m

x
l

f

waiting: 2.5 

waiting: 1.5 

waiting: 1

waiting: 1

sync: 1
+

(c) IMLC

Figure 7: Results on PN of Figure 1a.

Fitness and termination are guar-
anteed by the Inductive Miner
framework for consistent traces:
Theorem 3 of [12] holds because
Definition 1 of [12] holds: case
distinction on the patterns of Fig-
ure 3 ensures that we add an Ø
node in the model as a shorthand
for the ?ØpÑp. . .q,Ñp. . .qq con-
struct (which enumerates all inter-
leaved sequences) only when parti-
tioning the log into several sublogs
based on the start activity (preserves
fitness to each interleaving); each
sublog is strictly smaller (termina-
tion).

Rediscoverability, i.e. whether
IMLC is able to rediscover the lan-
guage of a system underlying the
event log, is still guaranteed for sys-
tems consisting of �, Ñ, ^ and ö.
Under which assumptions rediscoverability holds for Ø requires further research.

Illustrative Results
We applied IMLC, IM, and Tα to the event log of Figure 1a and Section 5, enriched
with time stamps: L1 � txi1s, i

2
c ,m

3
s,m

4
c , x

5
s, l

6
s , x

7
c , l

8
c , f

9
s , f

10
c y, xi2s, i

3
c , l

4
s , x5s, x

6
c ,m

7
s,

l8c ,m
9
c , f

10
s , f11c yu; Figure 7 shows the results. IM misses the concurrency relation be-

tween m and l and does restrict the number of times each activity can be executed. The
model produced by Tα can only fire i (it is not sound), so no performance measure can
be computed.

For the two other models, we measured waiting and synchronisation time by first
removing the deviations using an alignment [3], after which we obtained average syn-
chronisation and waiting times by considering the last completed non-concurrent ac-
tivity instance, as described in [21]. Even on such a small log, the measured waiting
and synchronisation times differ wildly, illustrating the need for reliable performance
measures. In case x and m are indeed interleaved instead of concurrent, we argue that
the measured times on the model returned by IMLC are correct.
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W_Completeren
aanvraag

A_ACCEPTED

A_CANCELLED

A_DECLINED

A_FINALIZED

waiting: 16h10
sojourn: 13h19

sojourn: 139h34

sojourn: 39h21

sojourn: 0h03

sojourn: 0h05

(a) IMi

+ +

W_completeren
aanvraag

A_ACCEPTED

A_CANCELLED

A_DECLINED

A_FINALIZED

waiting: 16h10
sojourn: 17h47

sojourn: 0h05
sojourn: 39h21

sojourn: 86h27

sojourn: 33h51

(b) IMilc

Figure 8: Excerpts of models obtained from BPIC12.

As a second experiment, we created a secondary algorithm that applies infrequent-
behaviour filtering, similar to IMi [11]. This algorithm, Inductive Miner - infrequent &
life cycle (IMilc) was applied to the BPI challenge log of 2012 [6], filtered to contain a
subset of activities (starting with A and W), and only the cases denoted as ’successful’
in the log. This event log describes a mortgage application process in a Dutch financial
institution. Figure 8 shows an exerpt of the results obtained by IMilc and IMi, enriched
with average waiting and sojourn times. The model obtained by applying tα is unsound
and therefore, performance could not be computed.. Waiting time can be computed de-
terministically only for W completeren aanvraag, as that is the only activity in the event
log having start events. In the model by IMi, W Completeren aanvraag has a waiting
time of 16 and a sojourn time of 13. This is inconsistent, as sojourn time = waiting time
+ service time. Manual inspection reveals that this activity overlaps with the A activi-
ties in this excerpt, which is correctly captured by concurrency. IMi (Figure 8a) did not
detect the concurrency, and therefore some sojourn times are measured with respect to
completion events of different activities, making the results unreliable.

Limitations of Collapsed Models
The idea of collapsed tasks implies some representational bias on several process for-
malisms; we identified three main restrictions. First, as the start and complete transitions
acts as a transactional envelope for an activity, no restrictions can be posed on start and
completion transitions themselves. For instance, take the partial workflow net shown
in Figure 9, in which approves must happen before send starts. This restriction is not
expressible in collapsed process models, as it inherently involves targeting the ‘hidden’
start in a collapsed activity, regardless of the formalism used.

approvec
approves

sendcsends

Figure 9: A partial workflow net
in which approves happens before
send.

Second, unbounded concurrency cannot be
expressed in most formalisms. Consider the infi-
nite set of traces L � txas, as, . . . ac, acyu, i.e.
a can be parallel with itself arbitrarily often. The
YAWL [10] language supports unbounded con-
currency by means of ‘multiple-instance activi-
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ties’. However, correctly handling multi-instance
activities requires an emptiness test [13] which is
expressible in neither process trees nor regular Petri nets. This restriction also implies
that a flower model that produces only consistent traces cannot exist.

Third, the language of any collapsed process model can obviously only contain
consistent traces (Definition 2). Even though, as shown in Section 3, inconsistent traces
show inherent ambiguity, input traces might be inconsistent and therefore, traditional
perfect fitness might be unachievable. e.g. there is no collapsed process model to repre-
sent xas, asy. We argue that fitness measures should be robust against such ambiguities,
but adapting measures is outside the scope of this paper.

Related Work
Several process discovery techniques take transactional data into account, e.g. [20,17,4,9]:
transactional data is used to aid in directly-follows relation construction. For instance,
transactional data enables explicit concurrency detection in low information settings [20].
IMLC uses a similar idea, but slightly differs in details, e.g. in IMLC, two activity in-
stances can be both directly-following as well as concurrent. However, none of the other
approaches distinguishes concurrency and interleaving, and most [4,20,9] do not guar-
antee to return sound models. Unsound models, as shown in Section 6, cannot be used
to measure performance in some cases.

Of the mentioned approaches, only PM [17] guarantees to return sound models: it
constructs structured models similar to process trees based on the directly-follows re-
lation over transactional data. However, the particular approach does not generalise the
behaviour of the log [17], is not robust to noise [5], and does not distinguish concur-
rency and interleaving.

7 Conclusion

We investigated an aspect of measuring business process performance by discovering
process models with performance information from event logs with transactional data,
i.e., start and complete events that are recorded for each activity instance. We have
shown that performance information depends on whether activities have been executed
truly concurrently or interleaved. All existing process discovery algorithms assume no
difference between concurrency and interleaving and thus may yield inaccurate perfor-
mance results.

We presented a first process discovery technique that can distinguish concurrency
and interleaving in the presence of transactional data, i.e. start and completion events,
using the Inductive Miner [12] framework. The algorithm guarantees soundness and fit-
ness; a first evaluation showed that it can return more accurate performance information
than the state of the art.

An open question remaining is under which assumptions rediscoverability holds for
IMLC, and how discovery can benefit from other life cycle transitions, e.g. assign, re-
assign, schedule, suspend etc. For instance, an enqueue event [18] might reveal when
queueing commenced and hence provide even more information about dependencies
with other activities. Another point of future research is how expanding and collapsing
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influences the existing model/log evaluation criteria fitness, precision and generalisa-
tion.
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